SPSG UNIFORM INFORMATION

MIDDLE SCHOOL:
Fall/Spring:
Flynn O’Hara
Green Summer Weight A-Line Jumper

Winter:
Flynn O’Hara
Green A-Line Jumper

UPPER SCHOOL:
Fall/Spring:
Flynn O’Hara
Green Pincord 8 Gore A-Line Skirt
OR Green Cord Summer Weight Wrap Around Kilt

Winter:
Flynn O’Hara
Navy Green & White Plaid Wrap Around Kilt

Jumpers and Skirts/Kilts are available at Flynn O’Hara. Must be no more than 4 inches above the knee.

White polo shirts with “SPSG” embroidered on the left sleeve.
Available at Flynn O’Hara, Lands’ End, or the Swamp.

SPSG Middle and Upper School Uniform Approved Sweatshirts (available at the Swamp):
Ankle length black leggings or tights may be worn underneath the uniform:

**Uniform approved** (full length, no mesh cut-outs)
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**NOT Uniform approved** (cropped, mesh cut-outs)
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**Athletic Shoes (any color, with arch support):**

**Uniform approved** (arch support and laces)
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**NOT Uniform approved** (no arch support, no laces)
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**Spirit Fridays:**

Students may show their gator pride by wearing a SPSG top of their choice over their uniform. Tops must have the SPSG name or logos on them and be purchased at the Swamp. They may not be self-designed.

No SP gear or sweatpants.

All other uniform and dress code rules apply.